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the message to Thor, whom he hoped would then battle the Hulk. These heroes, as well as Thor,
all responded to the call and came together to stop the menace of The Hulk. Ant-Man mentioned
to the other heroes that the five of them worked well together and suggested that they should
combine to form a team to fight against threats that no lone hero could deal with. The original
members are known as the "founding members" based on an Avengers Charter, to manage the
good name of the team. As a result, their wishes regarding the direction of the team are given
additional weight and deference. The founding members of Avengers, apart from Hulk, were
already recognized and established as superheroes before the team formed. The public opinion
of the Hulk at this time was very uncertain. Some thought he was a misunderstood creature who
just wanted to be left alone. Almost from the beginning the Avengers team roster has changed
steadily, with the Hulk departing during their second adventure and Captain America joining
soon after. The rotating roster has become a hallmark of the team although one theme has been
constant - The Avengers fight the foes that no single superhero could defeat - hence their
famous cry of "Avengers Assemble! The Avengers have always accepted a diverse range of
members, regardless of their backgrounds, as long as they are ready to fight the good fight. To
that end, the team has featured humans, robots , mutants , Gods, aliens , supernatural beings
and even former villains. Despite the diverse nature of the team, which often results in
squabbling, the Avengers have always managed to unite into a stable unit to combat the
deadliest threats in the universe. Leadership of the group has varied over the years but has
almost always fallen back to the hands of Captain America. Founding members Hank Pym, Iron
Man, Thor and Wasp have also served extensively as leaders to different incarnations of the
group. Other members have also taken up the role of leadership, to varying degrees of success,
but the most prominent ones would be Hawkeye, Monica Rambeau, Ms. Marvel, Scarlet Witch,
U. Agent and Vision. During their first team meeting there was immediate tension between the
Avengers as Thor and Hulk exchanged words. Soon enough a body snatching Space Phantom
arrived with plans to destroy the Avengers to clear the path for an alien invasion. The Space
Phantom switched bodies with each Avenger and planted seeds of distrust and hatred amongst
them. It was clear that the other Avengers never truly trusted the Hulk and in fact admitted to
each other they had him join their ranks to keep an eye on him. The Space Phantom managed to
have the Hulk realize this distrust in the others and he left the team. Soon afterwards The Hulk
was befriended by Namor the Sub-Mariner and the two antiheroes formed an uneasy alliance to
battle their common foe - humans. The Avengers, who were searching for the Hulk to prevent
him from harming others, were tipped off by the Teen Brigade of his location. A confrontation
took place between the Avengers, Namor and Hulk. But in the middle of the battle Hulk changed
to Bruce Banner and left Namor to fight the Avengers alone. Clearly outgunned, Namor
escaped. After their previous battle Namor vows revenge on The Avengers. While swimming the
seas the Sub-Mariner comes across an Eskimo tribe worshipping a figure encased in ice. Filled
with wrath at the air breathers, the Prince of Atlantis hurls the block of ice into the ocean. The
ice thaws as it heads towards warmer waters and the body inside is eventually discovered by
The Avengers who are in a submarine searching for Namor. The heroes bring the floating body
on board and realise it is Captain America, who has been in suspended animation since the
Second World War. Cap would go on to become an embodiment of The Avengers and despite
his later joining, given status as founding member. Baron Heinrich Zemo finds out that Captain
America is alive and has joined the ranks of the Avengers. Angered that his most hated foe is
still alive, he forms a team of villains of his own. When the Avengers defeat the villains, Baron
Zemo is joined by the Asgardian gods in exile the Executioner and Enchantress and together
with them free both the Black Knight and Melter to rejoin their ranks. Their second attempt at
defeating the Avengers goes no better, with the Enchantress seducing Thor and convincing him
his fellow Avengers aren't what they seem in a bid to get him to defeat them and return to her
arms. Unfortunately for the love-lorn Enchantress, Thor manages to shake off her influence and
the Masters retreat to Zemo's base in the Amazon. She found one in Simon Williams who was

facing charges for embezzlement and was bitter at the man responsible for this: Tony Stark.
Having gained the Avengers trust and being welcomed onto the team, Wonder Man betrays
them to Zemo. However, Wonder Man begins to feel guilty for his betrayal and decides to turn
the tables on Zemo and his allies, but ultimately wound up apparently dying in the Avengers
arms due to his sacrifice. Meanwhile back at the home-front the rest of the Avengers again
confront the Masters of Evil and again defeat and subdue Black Knight and Melter, as
Enchantress and Executioner escape. Elsewhere, Captain America finally confronts Baron
Zemo in what would be their final confrontation, as during battle, an avalanche Zemo caused
crushes the Nazi and kills him. After the Wasp was almost killed in action and with the threat of
the Masters of Evil halted, Giant Man and Wasp opted to retire from the Avengers. Thor, who
was busy in Asgard, and Iron Man also withdrew from the team to instead focus on their
personal lives. Captain America and Rick Jones remained behind as the team looked for
replacement members. After inducting the adventurer Hawkeye who sought membership, the
team tried to recruit the Sub-Mariner to no avail. After placing a classified ad seeking
replacement Avengers, the former villains Quicksilver and the Scarlet Witch replied and were
welcomed onto the team. The new Avengers announced themselves to the public as Iron Man
wished them luck. The team were quick to recognize they lacked strength in their roster and
wished to find another member. They first attempted to track down the Hulk and offer him a
chance to rejoin the team but the plan ultimately failed. The team then inducted the mercenary
known as Swordsman only for him to be sharply ejected due to the rest of the team no trusting
him. The team halted their quest to battle against a variety of villains such as Power Man , Kang
and Doctor Doom. The quest for a strong member of the team came to it's end when the
Atlantean Attuma attacked the surface world resulting in both Giant Man, who had
re-established himself as Golaith, and Wasp returned to the team they helped found.
Unfortunately, the team also lost Rick Jones who left out of frustration of being ignored and not
being counted as a full-time Avenger. Not long after Goliath and Wasp rejoined the team, the
Avengers again battled against Power Man and their former member Swordsman. After helping
the team against them, Hawkeye's girlfriend the Black Widow became a staunch ally and
part-time Avenger incidentally was absent when the Avengers announced her as a full-time
member. She continued to aid the team alongside her boyfriend. The Enchantress sought
revenge on the Avengers and duped the Olympian God Hercules into attacking the team. After a
brief battle, Hercules manages to overcome the Enchantress' hold over him and then sides with
the Avengers against her. Unfortunately for Hercules, his father, Zeus , banishes him to Earth
for a year for having left Olympus without permission. Having felt his power first hand and
knowing his ties to the Asgardian Thunder God, Thor, the Avengers invited Hercules stay with
them and over time he eventually became a full-fledged member of the team during his stay on
Earth. Rick Jones also returned and, now outfitted in the costume of Captain America's former
sidekick Bucky, became a more active part of the team - often accompanying Captain America
as his sidekick. Despite finally achieving some degree of acceptance as both a part of the team
and Captain America's sidekick, Rick Jones was still overlooked or treat like a peripheral part of
the unit. At the same time, the Avengers looked for a way to cure their team-mate Goliath, whom
had become stuck at giant-size. The Mandarin organized a new Masters of Evil group in a
gambit to destroy the Avengers and his arch-nemesis Iron Man once and for all. Despite having
their largest roster yet, the Avengers were briefly rejoined by both Iron Man and Thor to battle
against the Mandarin's team of villains. Iron Man and Thor both left the group again after
Mandarin and his cronies were defeated. The tides quickly changed for the Avengers as the
team began to fall apart. After the death of her ex-husband, the Black Widow left both Hawkeye
and the Avengers and Captain America opted out of the team to establish a life of his own apart
from the team. Rick Jones followed Captain America and eventually resigned altogether after he
was beaten by the Red Skull disguised as Cap. Quicksilver and Scarlet Witch were next to leave
after Magneto who unbeknownst to anyone involved, was their biological father captured them
both and tried to convince them to join his new Brotherhood of Mutants. In the skirmish that
followed, Scarlet Witch was injured which led to both her and Quicksilver withdrawing from the
team. Finally, Hercules left the team after a battle with Typhon in which upon the climax he was
welcomed back into Olympus by his father. With only Goliath, Hawkeye and Wasp left, the team
continued on admirably despite their lack in both numbers and power. After the
recommendation from their former leader Captain America, the team induct the Black Panther
as a member. The team encounter the villainous Grim Reaper and face the threat of another new
Masters of Evil assembled by the mysterious Crimson Cowl. As a new Black Knight arrives to
warn the Avengers of the new Masters of Evil, the team mistake him for the former Black Knight
who was also a member of the Masters of Evil. Despite the confusion, when the team did battle
the Masters of Evil, the new Black Knight offered his assistance in defeating the team

solidifying his relationship with the team he wishes to join. The team faced one of their biggest
threats yet in Ultron, the robot Goliath created which turned on it's master and the human race.
Revealed as the leader of the new Masters of Evil, Ultron continued in his plans to exterminate
the human race and his own creator and created a "son" in the robotic Vision. After being
unleashed on the Avengers, the Vision stops and tells the Avengers that Ultron-5 had sent him
to attack them. It turns out to be a trap, and the Avengers are captured. Then the unexpected
happens: the Vision fights Ultron and wins, thus saving the Avengers. The Vision is then tested
in melee and questioned by a whole lot of Avengers. He eventually becomes a new member. The
mixture of different chemicals triggers a new persona, and Hank now calls himself Yellowjacket.
This persona is more confident and free willed, a total opposite to his current personality. After
thwarting and bashing some thugs, Hank enters the Avengers Mansion and wants to join their
ranks. He makes claims that his Yellowjacket persona killed his Goliath persona. Hank then
kisses the Wasp, and from that point-on the Wasp knows it is actually Hank. The two decide to
get married, and tons of superheroes make their way to the wedding of Yellowjacket and the
Wasp. Hank sees the Wasp in danger, and stresses that Yellowjacket is unable to rescue and
snaps out of it, and grows back to Goliath and saves his now wife the Wasp. When his
ex-girlfriend and former Avenger Black Widow is kidnapped by Egghead, Hawkeye becomes
frustrated at his lack of power and inability to save her. Throwing aside his bow and arrows,
Hawkeye decides to use Hank Pym's old Goliath chemicals and equipment and adopts the
Goliath guise himself and frees the Black Widow. The Grandmaster and Kang plays a game of
chess for the life of Kang's dead love, Ravonna. The Avengers are used as pawns. Kang and his
team of Avengers win, and the Grandmaster offers Kang a choice to destroy the Avengers or
save his beloved. Kang chooses to destroy the Avengers, but they are saved by the new Black
Knight who joins the Avengers ranks right after. The Avengers are split into two different teams.
One will face the Squadron Sinister and the other would enter a time-stream into the past to face
the Invaders. At the conclusion, the Black Knight officially becomes a Avenger. Not long after
this, Quicksilver and Scarlet Witch return from the team. Scarlet Witch begins to strike up a
romance with Vision, a development that unsettles and enrages her brother. The Avengers are
later attacked by the Sentinels , a group of mutant -hunting robots that had battled the X-Men in
the past. The Sentinels kidnap Scarlet Witch and take her to their base in Australia, where they
plot to eradicate mutants once and for all. The Sentinels plan to use a massive solar flare to
sterilize all of the humans on Earth, which they believe will prevent the birth of future mutants.
The Avengers manage to defeat the Sentinels, but Quicksilver who had earlier broken away
from the group and traveled to Australia without the others is seriously injured, and ends up
being left behind since the other Avengers are unaware of his presence. He nearly dies, but is
rescued by Crystal , who brings him to the hidden kingdom of Attilan to recover. Not long after
this, Mantis and Swordsman also join the team. Mantis soon becomes embroiled in a love
triangle with Vision and Scarlet Witch. They must battle the Defenders for possession of the Evil
Eye. Kang the Conqueror later returns and captures the Avengers, believing that one of the
women on the team is the Celestial Madonna, the one prophesied to give birth to an immensely
powerful cosmic messiah figure. Kang believes that by forcing the Madonna to marry him, he
will have control over the child once it is born. The Celestial Madonna is eventually revealed to
be Mantis, and Swordsman ends up being killed by Kang while trying to protect her. The Vision
and Scarlet Witch end up marrying one another after this, while Mantis departs for space. Twin
threats to time and space as campaigns by Kang and the Crown coincide! The Avengers fight
the Set-serving Squadron Supreme in a clash between Earths and head for the nineteenth
century to keep the West from getting wilder! Continuity questions continue as Kang and
Immortus mix it up! Plus: the menace of President Nelson Rockefeller?! In the Korvac Saga ,
The Avengers and the Guardians of the Galaxy team-up to stop Korvac from making his version
of utopia for mankind. When the team received sanction from the U. Gyrich fired Hawkeye from
the Avengers and replaced him with the Falcon , who was brought in to make sure the team met
the government's Affirmative Action standards after the Black Panther left the team. Falcon
resented his status as a "token," but was forced to stay. During this time the team went to
Wundagore and helped the Scarlet Witch defeat the demonic entity Chthon , and also teamed up
with Daredevil to battle the returned Grey Gargoyle. The Grandmaster and Death start a game in
order to return Grandmaster's brother Collector to life. Each select a group of heroes to find
pices to a glowing sphere in a game for the life of the Collector. They are all send to a huge
arena outside the Earth and find they're all heroes ranging from Inhumans to Eternals, Hulk,
Hercules, Thor, Daredevil and Namor. Excluding immortals, Inhumans, Atlanteans, Eternals and
aliens, Grandmaster and Death choose 12 heroes each. Their mission to search for and find four
parts of the sphere of life hidden at different points around the Earth before the other team finds
them. After the teams were decided, various combinations of heroes were sent to Earth to find

the sections of the sphere before the opposing side's heroes did. Drawn from Earth across the
stars, the Marvel Universe's greatest villains and heroes are set against one another by the
mysterious and unbelievably powerful Beyonder , with the winner being promised the ultimate
prize. But as battle lines are drawn, new alliances forged and old enemies clash, one among
them is not willing to settle for anything less than godhood. It is around this time that the
Avengers are joined by new members Captain Marvel and Starfox. When the Beyonder later
came to Earth to learn about humanity, the Avengers were quick to discover his presence.
Eventually, the Beyonder decided he wanted to do good and help the planet. He went to the
Avengers for advice but found them away on a space mission which he transport himself to and
inadvertently botched. Worried about the potential threat he was to the planet if he got out of
control, the Avengers an offered him membership with the team as a means to keep an eye on
him. The Beyonder instead vanished stating he would think about it, but later began down a
path destructive to the planet and the Cosmos itself. After having momentarily upset the
Cosmic order of the Universe by eliminating Death only to restore the concept after realizing his
mistake , the Beyonder decided that he might as well just destroy the entire universe because it
confuses him. The Avengers attempted to intercept the Beyonder, but alone were no match for
him and were easily defeated by the Beyonder within the blink of an eye. The Beyonder
continued in his plot, in the process murdering the entirety of the New Mutants who attempted
to stop him. The Avengers regrouped and called in assistance from the X-Men, Fantastic Four,
Alpha Flight and many former Avengers, and attempted again to defeat the Beyonder but still
proved insufficient to the task. It wasn't until the one-time villain the Molecule Man arrived that
the tide changed for the heroes. Battling against the Beyonder, the Molecule Man still wasn't
powerful enough and required the heroes to also aid him in battle as a means of distracting the
Beyonder from directing all his focus on him. Eventually, the Beyonder was defeated but it
seemed too late as the cataclysmic battle between Beyonder and Molecule Man had seemingly
doomed the planet to virtual destruction within mere hours. Gravely weakened from his battle
with the Beyonder, the Molecule Man was pleaded by the Avengers to fix the damage done to
the planet in the battle. Not confident in his abilities or strength to do so, the Molecule Man took
some convincing by the heroes but eventually rescinded to save the planet even if it meant the
strain could kill him. The Molecule Man was successful but it appeared the strain had robbed
him of his powers. The Avengers thanked him for his much needed help in the Beyonder
conflict and allowed him to leave and live out his life with the Avengers promising not to pursue
him for his former crimes. Returning home, the Molecule Man revealed to the Silver Surfer that
he did indeed still have his powers and it was all a show for the Avengers because he was afraid
if the Avengers knew his powers were still active they wouldn't stop hounding him or trying to
get him to do something with his powers when all he wants to do is live a normal life with his
wife. The Silver Surfer promised to keep the secret and left, the Avengers none the wiser.
Around this same time, Vision is nearly killed during a battle with Annihilus. Starfox attempts to
help Vision recuperate by connecting him to I. Though this does help with Vision's recovery, it
also leads to him going mad and believing that the only way to save the world is to conquer it.
To that end, he begins manipulating his teammates, and even engineers the formation of a
spin-off group based in California, known as the West Coast Avengers. Hawkeye leads the
California based group, with the rest of the initial lineup consisting of Mockingbird , the new
Iron Man James Rhodes , who took over the role after Tony Stark suffered a severe alcohol
relapse , Tigra and Wonder Man. Though Vision's scheme is eventually thwarted, the West
Coast branch of the Avengers remains active. Vision regains his sanity and steps down from
the team to face the consequences of his actions, but not before the government begins placing
increased scrutiny on the Avengers. Due to continued hassling from the government, the
Avengers eventually lost their flight privileges within city limits. The team was soon contacted
by the aquatic hero known as Stingray , who offered to let the Avengers use Hydrobase to land
and launch their Quinjets. It was at Hydrobase that the Avengers encountered their former foe
Namor, who had since been ousted from his kingdom of Atlantis. Remembering how Namor
fought alongside the Invaders during World War 2, Captain America offered the Atlantean
membership in the Avengers in order to help redeem him. When the East and West Coast
Avengers teams meet for a baseball game, they're attacked by Freedom Force , a
government-sponsored team led by Mystique. The Avengers are soon overpowered and taken
into custody, and it is revealed that the government ordered that the heroes be arrested. The
heroes are told that a former member of the team betrayed them and revealed that they were
complicit in certain criminal actions, including Vision's earlier plot to conquer the planet.
Though the Avengers plead their innocence, they are not believed. After being released by
Spider-Woman , the Avengers set out to discover which of their former teammates betrayed
them. After calling in several reserve members, the heroes learn that it was Quicksilver who

turned against them and framed them for the crimes they are accused of. Quicksilver is revealed
to have become mentally unhinged after his wife cheated on him, and also still harbors a grudge
over the incident where he was unknowingly abandoned after the fight with the Sentinels.
Quicksilver works with the members of Zodiac to destroy his old teammates, but is forced to
flee after being thwarted. Quicksilver later regains his sanity after it is discovered that his
actions were the result of Maximus the Mad , who had manipulated him into turning against the
Avengers. The villains first began to discredit the Avengers by turning the public against
Namor, with citizens soon expressing outrage at a violent former villain being allowed on the
team. The villains later set a trap for Hercules and brutally beat him, nearly killing him. With the
first phase of their plan complete, the Masters of Evil then stormed Avengers Mansion, and took
several members of the team including Captain America, Black Knight and Jarivs prisoner. With
help from some reinforcements, the remaining Avengers were eventually able to reenter the
mansion and rescue their comrades. During the final battle atop the mansion's roof, Baron
Zemo fell from a great height, ending his threat. Though the Masters of Evil were ultimately
defeated, Jarvis was severely injured, and ended up losing the use of one of his eyes for an
extended period. The villains also destroyed Captain America's keepsakes from his youth,
including the only remaining photograph of his deceased mother. Hercules was also rendered
comatose due to his injuries. Doctor Druid , a hero who had proven key in defeating the Masters
of Evil, stayed on and joined the Avengers as an official member. Due to the damage inflicted on
the mansion, the Avengers decided to relocate their entire operation to Hydrobase. Captain
Marvel also ends up being appointed as team leader after Wasp takes a leave of absence.
Doctor Druid and Captain America arrive at a Mansfield, Ohio shopping mall, ordering the
security guard to give the place their attention. They then force the crowd to listen to them and
evacuate slowly, using Doctor Druid's hypnotic power. The government realizes what the
asteroids were when they see how magnetic it is, as well as the straps of metal embedded in it.
In Russia, the Soviet Super soldiers are stopping a runaway train with the help of the Crimson
Dynamo. The Soviet Super-Soldiers express their hated of the man, but agree to let him join
their ranks, as he is still Russian. In an isolated cove along the Atlantic shore, six X-Men are
vacationing. All are enjoying themselves except for Havok, who is letting off steam. Magneto
sneaks away from the group when he hears the announcement of the fallen asteroids, and takes
off. Back at the Avengers Hydrobase, the team is discussing the Asteroids, which now have
been revealed as pieces of Asteroid M. They all recount past deeds of him, and agree it is their
duty to go after him. In Kampuchea, Magneto is looking for his lost pieces of Asteroid M when
he is confronted by the Avengers, who want him to stop. The X-Men come to his aid when he is
being beaten. Lastly, the Soviet Super-Soldiers come and attack both groups in an attempt to
take Magneto for themselves. As the Soviets and Avengers duke it out, the X-Men take the
opportunity to flee, taking Magneto with them. Dazzler stops Captain America and Crimson
Dynamo after they attempt to follow her. After the X-Men escape, the Avengers trick Darkstar to
trap all her teammates in her dark energy constructs, departing and leaving them all trapped for
another hour by their own teammate. While they do this, Magneto departs the X-Men group to
go look for the asteroid on his own. Captain Marvel spies on the X-Men's location using her
powers, and relays it off to her team, the Avengers. Magneto finds a huge chunk of his asteroid,
including one of his old costumes, and he puts his old helmet on. The Avengers arrive and
attack him, nearly defeating him. The X-Men then come to his aide, and as the two teams fight,
Magneto tells them that the Asteroid is rigged with an explosion. Using the explosion as a
distraction, Magneto takes the X-Men in their jet and flee, but apparently unknown to the X-Men,
Doctor Druid is stowed away in the back of the Blackbird. The Soviet Super Soldiers, still
trapped in the predicament from last issue, finally break free early, as Gremlin exits his armor
and shakes Darkstar, releasing them from her powers. They all agree to go after Magneto once
more, for his crimes long ago. On the Blackbird, the X-Men are discuss things. Magneto remains
quiet about all the things going on with the Asteroid. Druid, still in the jet believes he is hiding
something, and Magneto seems to realize that Druid is actually there. Druid then tries to make
contact with the Avengers, before the X-Men attack him, as Magneto realized he was there.
Rogue absorbs his powers and memories and tells them all that he didn't give away their
location. All three teams then arrive in Singapore, after Druid awakens and alerts the Avengers.
Vanguard recognizes Havok in the streets, but is attacked by Wolverine before he can do
anything. Rogue then absorbs his powers and memories and the entire X-Men team flees to a
ship on the bay. There, Storm confronts Magneto. The Soviets arrive at the ship and attack the
X-Men, but during the battle, Crimson Dynamo purposely causes the ship to sink. The Avengers
arrive, and all three teams assist in the evacuation of the boat. Crimson Dynamo's actions are
revealed, and Magneto escapes once more. The Avengers barge into a Singapore office,
demanding that they be given some sort of information on Mangeto. The government is

tight-lipped, but the matter has become internation, so the Avengers demand they tell them. The
leader is then called, and Magneto has been spotted. It is also revealed that the X-Men have
turned themselves over. Magneto is wandering the streets when someone recognizes him,
causing something of a riot. He is found by three mutants, Crawler, Slider, and Leiko, who bring
him to the Light. The Light finally trusts him that he is Magneto, and they all rejoice at his
arrival, as they have been waiting for him. They are then attacked and Magneto helps them win,
and then flees. The X-Men, tired of waiting to be either prosocuted or not, escape the van and fly
away with it to freedom. The Avengers then meet with Mr. Ronalds, who is angry that the
Avengers will not go after the escaped X-Men. Magneto is modifying his helmet with Leiko,
when the Avengers finally confront the X-Men, revealing that they were following them to
attempt to find Magneto's location. Magneto teleports all Avengers but Captain America away,
and consults with them. He surrenders himself to the government. The trial does not look to be
going well on Magneto's side, and he is getting frustrated. It is revealed that Leiko and Slider
were killed when Magneto was taken, and only Crawler lived form a riot attack. Magneto uses
his helmet to set himself free from the trial, much to the people's anger. The Avengers were
eventually hunted down and captured by the Greek gods, and were brought before Zeus ,
Hercules' father. Zeus blamed the Avengers for his son's injuries, and sought to punish the
heroes by sentencing them to death by torture in the realm of Hades. However, the heroes
fought back against Zeus' forces, and Hercules eventually recovered enough to dissuade his
father from harming his friends. Though no longer in a coma, Hercules could not return to Earth
with his teammates, and remained with his fellow gods to recover from his wounds. Upon their
return to Earth, Namor's new wife Marrina was made a part of the team as an honorary Avenger.
The Avengers later faced a team of robotic villains known as Heavy Metal. Posing as the space
pirate Nebula , the time traveler Ravonna began influencing Doctor Druid, manipulating him into
plotting a coup against Captain Marvel. Tragedy soon struck when Marrina's alien DNA caused
her to transform into a gigantic monster known as the Leviathan. Namor was ultimately forced
to kill Marrina to end her suffering, and left the Avengers in sorrow. The battle with Leviathan
also left Captain Marvel badly wounded and near death, resulting in her resigning from the
team. This allowed Doctor Druid to influence the other Avengers into electing him team leader,
which was all part of Ravonna's plan. The situation continued to get progressively worse as
time went on, such as Black Knight falling victim to the curse of his Ebony Blade , and Ravonna
brainwashing the team into helping her in her goals. This adventure resulted in Nebula and
Doctor Druid disappearing into the time stream. After returning to Hydrobase, the few remaining
Avengers chose to go their separate ways, effectively disbanding the team. The High
Evolutionary attempts to evolve the human race into a more advanced species using various
schemes such as drugs, eradicating mutants, and a genetic bomb. To combat this threat, Steve
Rogers known simply as The Captain at the time assembled a team of reserve Avengers
consisting of himself, Falcon, Beast, the Hulk now using his Joe Fixit alias , Yellowjacket and
Hercules. Hercules and the High Evolutionary both appear to perish during a heated battle,
which allows the remaining Avengers to disable the genetic bomb. After the High Evolutionary
is defeated, the reserve Avengers do not stay together. The Captain returns to Hydrobase,
where he attempts to form a new team of Avengers. After returning to New York, the Captain
becomes embroiled in the Inferno crossover. The three heroes soon encounter Gilgamesh and
Thor, who help them infighting off the army of demons that have invaded New York. Once the
crisis is averted, the five choose to become the core of a new Avengers line-up. The group later
battles Supernova , and both Mister Fantastic and the Invisible Woman leave soon after.
Gilgamesh's tenure as an Avenger does not last much longer, as he is eventually injured during
a fight against the Lava Men. However, his friend and fellow Eternal Sersi ends up joining the
Avengers as his replacement. Quasar , a young hero who had assisted the Avengers during the
fight with Super Nova, also becomes part of the team. The Avengers briefly adopt a
non-standard lineup, with the idea being that certain heroes will be chosen for specific
missions. This idea is eventually done away with, and the Avengers return to a more traditional
roster. Ghuar, Llyra, and Attuma join forces to launch an attack on the surface world in a bid for
global domination using the armies of Atlantis and Lemuria. A disguised Loki gathers a group
of supervillains he calls the Prime Movers to join forces and destroy the Avengerswhom Loki
had actually inadvertently created back in the dayand to strike out at his arch-rival Thor. As part
of his plan, Loki engineers a prison break at the Vault. The main thrust of the issues involved in
this line-wide event is that heroes face off against unfamiliar enemies, for example, Mandarin
appears in the X-Men issues, and Rusty and Skids of the New Mutants battle the Vulture. After
the successful invasion and subsequent destruction of the Avengers headquarters on
Hydrobase, the assembled villains fail to operate in a cohesive way, thwarting their plans to kill
their enemies. Magneto lashes out at the Red Skull and beats him and buries him alive for his

war crimes, the Wizard accidentally reveals the location of their secret meeting place on the Isle
of Silence and Doctor Doom backs out of the arrangement and pursues his own scheme to
defeat the Fantastic Four, as his own self-importance means he can't allow anyone else to
defeat them. The Avengers track Loki down and Thor banishes him back to Asgard while most
the other villains escape and Magneto goes to track down his daughter. In the aftermath of the
destruction of Hydrobase, the Avengers set up a temporary headquarters in Avengers Park. In
Infinity Union , Spider-Man and Sersi join the Avengers to battle against Nebula who has gained
the Infinity Union - a collection of items that together can destroy the universe. The team also
end up battling the cosmic Stranger to save the day. The ultimate Terminus flies to St. Louis,
Missouri to absorb the energy of the entire world. The Avengers eventually finish construction
on the new Avengers Mansion, which serves as the team's headquarters. They also employ a
support staff known as the Avengers Crew , which includes Captain America's former lover,
Peggy Carter. The Avengers also reach a deal with the United Nations, who offer the team a new
security clearance due to the team's prior clearance having been revoked by the U. During this
time, the Avengers are briefly joined by a young hero called Rage , as well as the reformed
villain Sandman , who receive probationary status. The Deviants , under Brutus , begin a war for
territory with the other underground empires. Pushed back, these lesser powers are briefly
forced to fight the surface-dwellers, before the Avengers unite to defeat the Deviants. As a war
between the Kree and Shi'ar rages, Earth becomes drawn into the conflict. The Shi'ar Imperial
Guard come to steal the technology left by the deceased Captain Marvel while Kree agents try to
secure their loose technology, getting the attention of the Avengers. Earth's Mightiest Heroes
learn not only of the intergalactic war taking place but that their solar system is being used as a
strategic hyperspace stop and it is severely destabilizing their sun. The east coast branch of the
Avengers unite with the Avengers West Coast and divide into three teams. One team remains on
Earth while the other two journey to the respective throneworlds of the Shi'ar and Kree to find
some way of protecting Earth from this war. These space-bound teams are quickly embroiled in
conspiracy within both alien empires. The Shi'ar team expose Skrull infiltrators deep within the
Shi'ar ruling body, and the Kree team become fugitives as the Supreme Intelligence rises to rule
the Kree once more. Even with the conspiracies becoming clear, the war continues with a life of
its own. The Shi'ar complete their Nega-Bomb, an unprecedented weapon of mass destruction,
and the Avengers are unable to stop Lilandra from deploying it against the Kree. Its detonation
ends the war, killing millions upon millions of Kree. The Avengers survive and discover the true
architect of all this death is the Supreme Intelligence, who sacrificed countless lives so that the
few surviving Kree would break free of their evolutionary dead end thanks to the Nega-Bomb's
fallout. This leads to half of the Avengers to decide to hunt down the Supreme Intelligence in
the ruins of the Kree Empire and execute him for his crimes, despite Captain America's strong
objections. Mistress Death is upset that the balance between life and death has recently not
been in her favor. Her solution is to give her ardent follower, Thanos , a chance at rebirth setting
him forth with a mission of killing half the life in the universe. Despite his powers, Thanos
realizes his mission is near impossible. Remembering the Infinity Gems that were instrumental
in his death, he peered into the Infinity Well to discover their secrets. He divines the true nature
of the gems, and their current owners. With cunning, Thanos is able to obtain possession of the
gems. He then places the gems on the Infinity Gauntlet, and becomes the most powerful being
in the universe. Thanos immediately fulfills his objective and kills half of all life in the universe.
He also brings a tortured Nebula who alleges to be his granddaughter as a sacrifice to Death.
But because Thanos is so powerful, becoming superior to Death in every facet, Thanos' hope of
being treated as an equal escapes his grasp. He gleans from Death that they are not equal, and
Death becomes subservient to him. This infuriates Thanos who doesn't want Death as a slave
but as a lover. In an attempt to make Death jealous, he creates a mate, Terraxia. On earth, the
heroes are informed by the Silver Surfer as to the reason for the monumental genocide. All of
Marvel's mightiest heroes band together to try to defeat Thanos and save the universe. Despite
previous conflicts with the Mad Titan, Thanos still remains a mystery. Adam Warlock , one of
Thanos' most persistent foes, is asked to lead the forces. Knowing full well the impossible
odds, Adam Warlock and Silver Surfer attempt cosmic diplomacy in the hopes of thwarting
Thanos. The two heroes meet up with Epoch and her cosmic champion Quasar and a cosmic
summit of the great cosmic powers begins. In the summit Eternity tries to convince the Living
Tribunal to intervene. The Living Tribunal refuses, in since he believes that if Thanos were to
replace Eternity it would still be within the process in natural selection. After seeing this, Adam
Warlock persuades the Cosmic powers to aid them in stopping Thanos. Thanos is fully aware of
the coming conflict. Mephisto arrives and advises Thanos to remove his omniscience to make
the fight somewhat fair in the hopes of impressing Death. Despite the machinations of
Mephisto, the battle is grueling and over quickly for the heroes. Thanos dispatched the heroes

with ease. The X-men fared no better, as Wolverine had his adamantium skeleton turned to
spongy rubber and Cyclops had his head trapped in a cube, stopping his optic blasts and
suffocating him. Cosmic heroes like Nova was turned into small cubes, and with Quasar,
Thanos causes the Quantum Bands upon his wrists to explode and then disintegrated him.
Fearsome foes like Thor were turned to glass. The last man standing was Captain America, who
made his last stand. Absent from the battle and light years away were the Silver Surfer and
Adam Warlock, who knew and fully expected the frontal assault to fail. The key to the real
strategy was Mephisto's involvement. After shattering Captain America's shield, Thanos raised
his fist to deliver the final blow. This was the cue for Adam Warlock's true plan to go into effect
as Surfer rushed in to steal the gauntlet. This gambit failed, and Thanos realized how close he
was to failure himself. He once again reinstated his omniscience, and became all-powerful,
all-knowing once again. It was then that the Cosmic forces themselves attacked. The mighty
forces, each near-omnipotent on their own, were no match for the omnipotence the Infinity
Gauntlet bestowed upon Thanos. Eternity and Thanos had a final epic battle where Thanos
perseveres, becoming the embodiment of this universe's reality. Thanos sheds his mortal form
and takes his place Eternity's replacement. Nebula seizes this opportunity to take the gauntlet
from the former body of Thanos. Thanos realizes his error and joins with the remaining heroes
and cosmic forces to defeat the now omnipotent Nebula. Their relentless attack on the confused
Gauntlet wielder allows Adam Warlock to enter the Soul Gem, a gem he is intimately attached
to. From within the Soul Gem he links with the other Infinity Gems and causes the gems to
feedback on Nebula, causing her to remove it. Adam Warlock then becomes wielder of the
Gauntlet. In an attempt to be a "perfect" god, Warlock's first use of the power was to expel from
his soul the Good and Evil. This was the first step to his reign as God. But before he can begin,
the Living Tribunal appears and deems Warlock too unstable and therefore unfit to wield the
power. He didn't appear previously because he knew that Thanos wouldn't upset the delicate
balance of the universe. Without morals or vices, with his sole focus of being a god being
undermined, Warlock violently reacts to the Living Tribunal's judgment. The Living Tribunal
dismisses Warlock's uses of the Gauntlet and deems that they would no longer be able to
function together, preventing anyone from achieving omnipotence through possession of the
gems. Thanos retreats to a life of farming to reflect on his life, death, and brush with godhood.
In the unassuming town of Timely, Wisconsin, the Vision disappears, and the Fantastic Four
and the Avengers set out to save him! But Timely is connected to Kang's city of Chronopolis,
which spans the entire history of the Earth and is guarded by the deadliest warrior's of every
age, the Anachronauts. The Avengers and the Fantastic Four stop battling each other long
enough to defeat Kang and the conniving Ravonna. Luna , the daughter of Crystal and
Quicksilver, is later kidnapped by the mutant extremist Fabian Cortez , who brings the child to
the island nation of Genosha. A genocidal civil war has also broken out on the island, and the
Avengers wish to intervene. However, Nick Fury informs the group that they cannot take action,
as the United Nations will not allow them to get involved. After a battle with S. On Genosha, the
Avengers encounter the X-Men, who have come to halt the genocide. The heroes battle Exodus ,
a member of Magneto's Acolytes. Exodus states that he plans to enforce the will of the fallen
Magneto who was rendered comatose after the Fatal Attractions story arc by exterminating
Genosha's human population, allowing mutants to rule the country. Back in America, the other
Avengers argue with the United Nations about their inaction concerning the genocide. Exodus
defeats both War Machine and Sersi, before heading off to confront the other Avengers on the
island. He is hostile towards Scarlet Witch and Quicksilver, and states that he considers them
traitors to their father's dream of mutant liberation. When Exodus manages to steal Luna away
from Cortez, the X-Men and Avengers combine their forces to battle the villain. After fighting off
both teams, Exodus attempts to kill Luna, as he considers her an abomination and insult to
Magneto's legacy due to her having no powers. Charles Xavier manages to distract Exodus with
a psychic attack, allowing Black Knight to rescue Luna. Xavier mentally battles Exodus to a
standstill, causing the mutant extremis to realize he cannot win. Before leaving, however,
Exodus injures Quicksilver. As a result of the Avengers' actions, the heroes and the United
Nations end their association with one another. A mysterious new foe named the Proctor later
appears, and begins gathering up surviving versions of the Avengers from alternate timelines
where most of Earth's heroes have been killed. The Proctor uses these alternate heroes to form
a team known as the Gatherers , who scour various parallel universes to find surviving heroes
for his cause. The Avengers first encounter the Gatherer after being led into a trap by two
Magdalene and Swordsman , two members of the group. The Avengers proceed to have further
encounters with the Gatherers, including an incident where the villains try to kill Black Panther.
The Avengers thwart this plan and take Swordsman prisoner, while the other Gatherers escape.
The heroes learn that Swordsman is not actually a villain, and had been manipulated and lied to

by the Proctor. Bothered by this setback, the Proctor arranges for Vision to be kidnapped and
replaced by an alternate universe counterpar t, who infiltrates the Avengers in order to kill
Swordsman. The Avengers eventually discover the ruse, and confront the Proctor. Before
escaping, the Proctor reveals to his Avengers that his world had been destroyed by its version
of Sersi, who was driven mad by an Eternal mental deterioration known as the Mahd W'yry. The
Avengers become concerned that their version of Sersi may also be suffering from the Mahd
W'yry, as she had become increasingly aggressive and erratic in the preceding weeks. This is
not helped by her attraction to Black Knight, who is in love with Crystal. The love triangle is
complicated even further by the return of Quicksilver, Crystal's husband, who has been staying
at the mansion in order to recover from the injuries dealt to him by Exodus during the Bloodties
incident. Sersi begins experiencing seizures and blackouts, and becomes the suspect in a
murder investigation after several men she spoke to are found dead. The Proctor eventually
kidnaps Sersi and reveals that he was his world's version of Black Knight, and had fallen in love
with his world's Sersi prior to her mental deterioration. After the alternate Sersei broke up with
him and went insane, he killed her with the Ebony Blade, and began traveling across the
Multiverse , killing each alternate version of Sersi he encountered. He also confesses that he
had used the mental link he had with his world's Sersi to worsen this Sersi's mental state, and
also killed the young men to frame her. The Avengers arrive to rescue their teammate and end
up in a battle with the Gatherers. Sersi eventually frees herself and uses the Ebony Blade to kill
the Proctor, an act which shocks her teammates. Realizing that the Mahd W'yry will soon
consume her, Sersi opts to leave for the Ultraverse , a reality where she will no longer
experience her illness. Black Knight chooses to go with her, having realized that he loves her,
and that Crystal will never be his. With no homes to return to, Magdelene and Swordsman stay
with the Avengers. Kang returns in an attempt to break up the Avengers, aided by former
Avenger Mantis and a cast of unusual allies, among them grown-up versions of Luna and the
Scarlet Witch's non-existent children. Kang and Mantis manipulate Tony Stark into a maddened
frenzy which leds the golden Avenger to murder several members and friends of the team. One
what appears to be the darkest day in Avengers, history, the Avengers are joined by a new
member in the shape of the enigmatic Madame Masque who offers her assistance in stopping
her former lover from causing any more damage. The Avengers eventually succeed in freeing
Stark from his madness by recruiting another Tony Stark from an alternate reality to defeat him.
However, in the midst of battle, the real Stark sacrifices himself realizing the extent of his
actions. When the psionic entity known as Onslaught declares war on humanity, the Avengers
are one of the many teams who rise to face this new threat. They briefly end up in a fight with
Joseph and Rogue , believing Joseph to be Magneto, and therefore connected to Onslaught.
After realizing he is not the men they once knew, the Avengers partner with the mutants. They
also take part in unsuccessful efforts to attack Onslaught, who is seemingly unstoppable.
During the crisis, the Avengers do their best to keep order and protect the citizens of New York
as the citizens descend into chaos. While rescuing civilians, they end up having to face off
against the villains Holocaust and Post. After subduing the two mutant villains, the Avengers
rush off to the final battle with Onslaught, who has evolved into an even more powerful form.
During the final battle, the Hulk manages to crack Onslaught's armor, transforming the creature
into a being of pure psionic energy. Realizing that the energy needs physical form in order to be
destroyed, Thor sacrifices himself to try and hold Onslaught. With Onslaught trapped, the
X-Men combine their attacks to finish him off, destroying him. In the aftermath, the world
mourns the fallen Avengers. Black Widow who had been leading the team at the time of the
battle with Onslaught suffers intense guilty over the deaths, but resolves to carry on the team's
legacy. With the founding Avengers gone, two congressmen file a motion to annul the team's
government charter, causing an even greater strain. Black Widow ultimately chooses to
officially disband the Avengers, and shuts down the mansion. Baron Zemo takes advantage of
the Avengers' absence by forming a team of villains masquerading as heroes known as the
Thunderbolts. The Thunderbolts effectively take the place of the Avengers, allowing Zemo to
further his schemes. In the aftermath of the Onslaught storyline, Franklin Richards uses his
powers to create a new universe, where the heroes who perished during the final battle are
reborn. In the Heroes Reborn reality, the formerly dead Avengers exist without any knowledge
of their past lives. In Morgan Conquest , the Avengers make their return to their original reality.
On their return they are attacked individually by Norse mythological creatures. All available
Avengers band together with Thor to help find the Twilight Sword, and the Norse Gems that
have been stolen from his homeland. After Morgan is defeated, the Avengers reassemble the
team to continue protecting the world. For their bravery, the young heroes Justice and Firestar
are also made probationary members of the team. Not if the Avengers have anything to say
about it. Carol Danvers is removed from the team after it was discovered that she was drunk at

the time, endangering her teammates. The being known as Immortus who works for a trio of
beings called, the Time Keepers, wants Rick Jones dead before he fully developes the "Destiny
Force". In Maximum Security , The Intergalactic Council has made planet earth a dropping site
for intergalactic villains. Agent returns to the Avengers and assumes leadership of the team as
they fight against Ronan, the appointed warden to intergalactic prison their planet has been
made into. In Ultron Unlimited , Ultron takes over the European nation of Slorenia and kills the
entire human populace. Ultron reveals that he plans to use their brain patterns to create a new
race of mechanical beings, whom he plans to have replace the human race. After an intense
battle, the tide finally turns when Justice comes up with a plan to use Arctic Vibranium , which
Hank uses to destroy Ultron's nearly-indestructible adamantium shell. The Kang Dynasty story
arc is sometimes also called the Kang War. Kang the Conqueror appears with his son Marcus,
the new Scarlet Centurion. They want to prevent Earth's possible dark futures, by conquering
the earth to save it. A massive war ensues, with Kang's forces eventually occupying the planet
after destroying Washington, D. As all of this is going on, another team of Avengers are forced
to team up with members of the Triune Understanding , a cult that believes a world-ending
cataclysm, known as the Triple-Evil, is coming from space. The Avengers eventually encounter
the Triple-Evil inside a massive pyramid-shaped space vessel, and a fight ensues. Jonathan
Tremont , the leader of the Triune Understanding, attempts to hijack the pyramid's power for his
own ends, but is defeated by Triathlon , one of the newest Avengers. Back on Earth's, many of
the world's heroes have been defeated or taken prisoner by Kang. A resistance movement
continues the fight, hoping to free the world from Kang's control. Triathlon is able to pilot the
pyramid back to Earth, where the final battle begins. After a heated duel, Carol Danvers
manages to destroy the Damocles Base , Kang's flagship, from the inside. On Earth below,
Kang is finally defeated by Captain America in a one-on-one duel, freeing the planet from his
tyranny. The world mourns those who were lost, including Duane , the Avengers' government
liaison. When the capital cities of every country on Earth mysteriously vanish, the world is
thrown into anarchy. In this time of extraordinary crisis, the nations of the world turn to the only
organization capable of leading them through the ensuing strife and restoring political,
economic and social order: the Avengers. The Avengers manage to restore the cities after
thwarting the plans of Scorpio, the mastermind behind the disappearances. As a result of the
leadership displayed by the Avengers, they are once again granted United Nations clearance,
with Avengers Mansion becoming Avengers Embassy. After taking on the role as ruler of
Asgard, Thor relocates his legendary home to float directly over New York City. The citizens of
the world -- including Thor's former allies in the Avengers -- aren't too happy that self-styled
Gods are deciding to intercede in the affairs of man. When a group of peasants are brutally
murdered by their own Slokovian government because they worship Thor, Thor is furious and
comes down to earth from Asgard to avenge those people. While Iron Man tries to stop Thor
whith a special Thorbuster suit - destroying the entire surrouding area - Captain America tries a
more human approach to reason with Thor. A Cosmic-powered Pharaoh known as Akhenaten
comes to Earth to conquer the planet. When he is opposed by the Avengers, he instantly kills
them and puts their bodies on display to frighten the rest of the world into compliance with his
rule. The Avengers are later returned to life when Akhenaten is defeated by Doctor Doom and
Thanos, although again are forced to face a larger threat in the form of Thanos with the Heart of
the Universe. They are again seemingly destroyed only to be brought back to life again when
the universe is restored to how it once was. A deadly red mist containing a flesh-eating virus
starts to spread in the USA killing thousand of people. It is eventually revealed to be the work of
the Red Skull, who has infiltrated the U. The Avengers manage to stop the virus while Black
Panther defeats the Skull. However, Jack of Hearts' radiation-absorption powers accidentally
cause She-Hulk to transform into a larger, more frenzied form, and she ends up fleeing into the
unknown. The Avengers eventually track She-Hulk to a small town, where a massive fight
ensues. The intervention of Hawkeye and the Hulk eventually allows the heroes to resolve the
crisis, and She-Hulk is returned to normal. In the aftermath of this event, the Avengers come to
the conclusion that Jack and She-Hulk cannot both remain as members of the team, as another
accident could occur. Before a final decision can be made, Jack of Hearts ends up sacrificing
himself to destroy a child-murderer who had kidnapped Cassie Lang , Scott's daughter. The
Avengers Disassembled , chronicles the darkest day in the team's history. The story begins
with the zombified corpse of Jack of Hearts showing up at the front door of the mansion. When
Ant-Man goes to greet his former teammate, Jack explodes, killing the hero instantly. In short
order, a series of increasingly horrible events befall the team, such as the team losing its U. An
enraged She-Hulk kills Vision after believing he betrayed the team, while Hawkeye later
sacrifices his life to help defeat the Kree. It is eventually revealed that the culprit is none other
than Scarlet Witch, who suffered a severe mental breakdown after remembering the loss of her

children during her time with the West Coast Avengers. At the close of the story, the surviving
Avengers agree to disband the team. In Breakout, after a massive break-out from the prison
known as the Raft. A group of heroes formed a team called, The New Avengers. As time goes
on, the team was joined by Ms. Marvel, who returned to the group. With the mansion destroyed,
the Avengers operated out of Stark Tower. The heroes set out to find the escaped villains, as
well as discover who is behind it. Electro was revealed to be the one who started the break-out,
which led to an adventure in the Savage Land , where the Avengers faced a rogue S. The team
also battled other threats, such as the Collective and the Void. The Avengers also faced the
Hand organization in Japan. Ronin, who was eventually revealed to be Maya Lopez, a. Charles
Xavier revealed that Wanda's reality warping abilities were growing out of control, and that he
could no longer contain them with his psychic powers. Wolverine suggested killing her to end
the threat once and for all, and both teams left to visit Wanda and discuss their possible
options. However, Quicksilver found out about this, and manipulated Wanda into creating a
"perfect" reality. The ruse was eventually undone, and reality returned to normal. However, in
the process, Wanda depowered most of the world's mutant population, severely reducing their
numbers. Trying to get high ratings for their TV show, the New Warriors came in contact with a
group of super-villains in Stamford, Connecticut. This led to Nitro , who was a part of the group
of villains, to explode, killing the New Warriors and killing over six hundred people, including a
group of school children. With the public now fearing that super-humans were becoming a
threat, Congress passes the Super-Human Registration Act. Believing this to be
unconstitutional, Captain America escapes Government capture and gathers others to fight with
him against the SHRA. Iron Man, in contrast, believes the SHRA was the best way to keep the
public safe and keep all superheroes accountable for their own actions and worked with S. This
divided the super-human community, which literally became a super-human Civil War , leading
to multiple conflicts between Iron Man and S. The war only ended when Captain America finally
surrendered after seeing the harm the war was doing, but this only ended in more bloodshed as
Captain America was assassinated shortly after surrendering. For further details: the Initiative.
Minutes after this new Avengers team had been assembled, New York City came under attack
by the Mole Man 's monsters and the Mighty Avengers were called into action.. The battle
against the Mole Man's forces went well even though it forced the new team to work out the
kinks of its new group dynamic in the field, but the crisis took a terrible swerve with the
unexpected arrival of Ultron. Ultron hacked into Iron Man's new Extremis system and not only
overrode Tony Stark but physically transformed him into a nude replica of Janet Van Dyne.
Ultron's fixation with the Wasp became so warped that he turned himself into her as an
expression of his love, making himself into a herself. Ultron also hacked into Tony Stark's
unfinished network of weather control satellites, causing natural disasters all over the world
with the intent of making Earth inhospitable to human life. When the Mighty Avengers
discovered this, Wonder Man and the Sentry quickly destroyed the satellites. Ultron then
switched tactics and began decoding missile launch codes while fighting the team. Only one
missile was successfully launched, and Ms. Marvel detonated it safely in the air. Following the
events of Civil War , the line-up of the New Avengers was changed. With Iron Man, Ms. Marvel
and Sentry no longer being part of the group, and Captain America being dead, the team was
initially underpowered. However, their ranks were soon joined by Doctor Strange , who allowed
the Avengers to use the Sanctum Sanctorum as their new base of operations. Iron Fist , Luke's
longtime friend and former crime-fighting partner, also joined the team during this period. With
his Hawkeye identity having been taken over by Kate Bishop after his "death," Clint was left
without a costume or moniker. He eventually took the Ronin name and costume that had
previously been used by Echo, and switched from his trademark bow and arrow to a katana. As
Ronin, Clint joined the New Avengers, and took part in many of their adventures. The New
Avengers once again clashed with the Hand after learning that they had kidnapped Echo and
were planning to brainwash her. During the ensuing battle, Elektra , the leader of the Hand,
attempted to kill Doctor Strange. However, at the last moment, Echo snapped out of her
brainwashed state and stabbed Elektra with a katana, killing her. However, after her death, the
assassin's body transformed into a green-skinned alien, revealing that the woman who had
been thought to be Elektra was actually a shape-shifting Skrull impostor. After this, Echo
officially rejoined the team, and went back to New York with them. In the recent past, a priority
of the Mighty Avengers was to apprehend Luke Cage's New Avengers before that responsibility
fell into the hands of anyone who would use harsher tactics to bring the rogue team in. To that
end, information was leaked that Captain America was alive and in a holding facility. None of
this was true. It was bait to lure the New Avengers into a trap, and it worked. The New Avengers
suddenly found themselves facing off against the Mighty Avengers. Rather than a fight, Iron
Man activated a neural net device meant to dampen their powers. The device did not work on

his magic, which allowed Strange to teleport the New Avengers back to his home, which was
mystically disguised as a vacant building. No one on the Mighty Avengers could see through
the illusion Dr. Strange had cast upon his home, but that did not mean they believed it. They
recruited Brother Voodoo 's assistance to break the illusion, but he was unable to defeat Dr.
Strange's magics and admitted as much to the team. Having to accept that the New Avengers
had hidden themselves too well, the Mighty Avengers left the scene. Spider-Woman , who was
secretly the Skrull Queen Veranke at the time, betrayed the outlaw Avengers and came to Tony
Stark with the corpse of the Skrull who had been discovered posing as Elektra. She explained to
Tony what had happened, and the implications behind it. With this revelation, Tony told her he
wanted her to join the Mighty Avengers. He did not want to get into a fight over the SHRA. The
possibility of a Skrull invasion took priority, and he wanted her on the team to throw the Skrulls
off. If the Skrulls were infiltrating all over, he believed there was quite possibly one already on
his team. Little did he realize that he had just recruited a Skrull. During the clean-up of the
devastation left by Ultron, a biological weapon developed by Dr. Doom was accidentally
triggered and released upon New York City. This weapon was based off of the Venom symbiote ,
releasing a plague of symbiotes that transformed the population of New York into Venom-like
monsters. The Mighty Avengers and the New Avengers worked together to fight off the threat as
several of their own members became infected. They held the city together as best they could
until Iron Man could develop and release a cure to the plague. Rather than arrest the New
Avengers, the Mighty Avengers team ignored their presence and focused only on damage
control. Iron Man investigated the source of the symbiote bomb and traced it straight back to
Dr. It did not matter whether the attack was intentional or not. The Mighty Avengers led a S.
Doom in Latveria , taking the fight straight to him in his castle. Doom was unprepared for the
assault. He did not even know his biological weapon had been triggered, because he had just
returned from a trip elsewhere in the timeline. When his technological defenses failed against
the Mighty Avengers, he resorted to his magic and nearly had them all at his mercy. However,
nothing he could do would protect him from the Sentry's sheer power. He was brutally defeated
and unmasked. The Mighty Avengers brought him back to the United States to answer for his
crimes. For further details: Secret Invasion. After weeks of paranoia over Skrulls, the alien
invaders finally made their move in the final phase of their invasion plans. A Skrull ship crashed
in the Savage Land , setting off enough planetary alarms as it went down to alert the Mighty
Avengers. The team prepared to investigated but was delayed by the New Avengers, who stole
the quinjet to investigate the crash site themselves rather than trust the Mighty Avengers to do
it. By the time the Mighty Avengers caught up, Luke Cage and the others were already at the
crashed ship. Iron Man wanted them to hold off on doing anything, but Luke still had Iron Man
pegged as a Skrull and wanted answers he thought were inside the ship. What they found inside
appeared to be a large group of heroes who had been abducted years ago, including another
Iron Man and another Ms. The Skrulls' trap for both Avengers teams was sprung, and Ares
called it correctly. He warned the others that this was a distraction from the true battle, and that
as many of them as possible should get back to civilization. Iron Man was quickly incapacitated
by a Skrull virus, and the other heroes were itching for a fight. Chaos broke out, and everyone
was suddenly scattered throughout the Savage Land. Only Ms. Marvel made it out and flew
straight to New York, where she engaged the army of Super-Skrulls attacking the city. She tried
to get him to believe that he was a sleeper Skrull agent and made all this possible, but Black
Widow intervened and assured Iron Man otherwise. The paranoia and chaos in the Savage Land
would have continued indefinitely had Mr. Fantastic and Abigail Brand not arrived with the
means to identify the Skrulls and get the two Avengers teams to New York. The Skrulls had one
last surprise, though. The growth serum previously given to Wasp by a Skrull posing as Hank
Pym was actually a biological weapon, turning her into a living bomb that the Skrulls now
triggered. They were willing to kill themselves along with the humans rather than be beaten. As
Wasp grew uncontrollably and was on the verge of detonation, Thor used Mjolnir to transport
her to another dimension, where she could die peacefully without taking anyone with her. The
tide then turned against the Skrulls, and the invasion was repelled. For further details: Dark
Reign. After the invasion, politics kicked in and Iron Man took the fall for all of the mistakes that
allowed the Skrulls to infiltrate so severely, and because Norman Osborn not only saved
Washington D. Iron Man was forced to go on the run to protect the list of superhuman identities
from Osborn. Wonder Man became completely disillusioned with the Avengers and people in
general. Black Widow went underground with her lover, the new Captain America. Marvel was
invited to become part of Osborn's Avengers, but she refused and went renegade with the New
Avengers. Ares and the Sentry stayed on to serve under Osborn. With Osborn in charge, the
Mighty Avengers gave way to the Dark Avengers , a group consisting largely of former villains
masquerading as Earth's mightiest heroes. The group included Daken posing as Wolverine ,

Moonstone posing as Ms. Early into the days of Osborn's Dark Reign , chaotic and
unexplainable events began occurring all over the world. The seas boiled, Philadelphia overran
with deadly plant life and San Francisco became encased in amber. All of it was the result of
Modred using the Darkhold to raise Chthon in Wundagore. Amadeus Cho figured out where the
source of the chaos was and, along with Hercules , sought to pull together an Avengers team to
confront it. They tracked down Jarvis first, because they considered him crucial to any
Avengers team. In turn, Jarvis directed them to Hank Pym. Meanwhile, Loki saw opportunity for
mischief. He disguised himself as the Scarlet Witch and began teleporting away specific heroes,
including the Hulk , U. Agent , Stature and Vision. Like Cho, Iron Man also figured out the
pattern and headed for Wundagore. Much to Pym's annoyance, the collected heroes fell under
the leadership of Iron Man when they all gathered in Wundafore. However, the situation was dire
and he was not inspiring much confidence by calling himself the Wasp now. Modred succeeded
in raising Chthon and used the body of Quicksilver as host. However, as the situation continued
to escalate, it was Pym who figured out how to neutralize Chthon and pull the entity out of
Quicksilver's body. Iron Man left afterward, having to deal with his own problems with Osborn.
But the situation inspired Pym, and he asked the remaining heroes to join him in a new
incarnation of the Mighty Avengers. The Hulk refused, as did Quicksilver. The rest agreed, and
Quicksilver changed his mind upon seeing who he believed to be his sister aiding the team.
Quickly, Hank Pym took his new team on a spree of adventures, solving crises all over the
world. This brought the unwelcome attention of Norman Osborn and H. Pym's status as a
founding Avenger also brought up questions of legitimacy when it came to which Avengers
team was the real Avengers. Much of this growing conflict was due to Loki, who guided the
Mighty Avengers from crisis to crisis under the guise of the Scarlet Witch. Only Jocasta and
Jarvis were present to deal with the H. Meanwhile, Pym was approached with an offer from a
global agency called G. To repair his lab and save his experiments, Pym required a device Bill
Foster invented. The problem was that when Foster died the device was left to Ben Grimm , and
Mr. Fantastic did not trust Pym with the device due to all the emotional stresses he was under.
In response, Pym led his team on a raid of the Baxter Building to take the device. Fantastic
grappled over Bill Foster's device. Eventually, Pym was able to show Mr. Fantastic the
experiment he was working on that he wanted so badly to save, and upon seeing the preserved
body of Janet Van Dyne in the dimension Thor had sent her, Mr. Fantastic agreed to let Pym
have the device. In China, a powerful and forgotten Inhuman king now known only as the
Unspoken sought a device known as the Slave Engine. Many years ago, he hid this holy
Inhuman relic and refused to ever tell where it was. Now, he wanted to make use of it himself.
The Slave Engine was capable of releasing a gas like the Terrigen Mists , except it had the effect
of devolving humans into Alpha Primitives. The Unspoken's intent was to enslave Earth's
population and win back the favor of the Inhuman people. At first, only U. Agent, Quicksilver
and the People's Defense Force stood in his way. They were not enough. Meanwhile, Hank Pym
disappeared during an experiment into the Macroverse , and during this time, he believed
Eternity spoke to him and chose him to be the Scientist Supreme of Earth over Tony Stark and
Reed Richards. In order to combat the Unspoken, the Mighty Avengers gathered as much
Avengers from other teams as they could find. Soon, Hank Pym joined the fight as well, and the
crisis was successfully brought under control. Suspicions about the Scarlet Witch had steadily
been rising, but it was not until an altercation with the Dark Avengers that the team realized
what was truly going on. Loki was impersonating the Scarlet Witch. Wanting answers, Pym
created the means to not only trap Loki but torture the god for answers. While being
questioned, Loki confessed to manipulating the team, including posing as Eternity and naming
Pym as Scientist Supreme to play on his ego. All the while, Loki sent out a call to Thor for aid,
and when Thor arrived, the god of thunder was enraged with the treatment of his half-brother.
He demanded Loki's release, and the Mighty Avengers complied since many of them were also
uncomfortable with the actions Pym had taken. Adding to the growing misgivings about Pym,
he requested that Loki become a member of the Mighty Avengers. This was the breaking point
for the team. All of them lost what faith they had in him and left, effectively dissolving the
Mighty Avengers. In Siege , bringing his Dark Reign to its climax, Norman Osborn has one last
objective to complete: bringing down Asgard. Teaming up with the villain, Loki, Norman frames
the Asgardian Volstagg , giving himself an excuse to attack. Norman then leads his "Avengers"
on an all out assault on Asgard, and the first hero to fall in the battle is none other then Thor. As
the battle rages on, Ares learns of Norman's lies and decides to join his fellow god's into
battling Osborn's forces. Maria Hill then rescues Thor from Norman's men, and helps him
escape back into town to heal. Back in Asgard, Ares has a change of heart and finds and
attacks Norman, but is stopped by Sentry, who, after a short struggle rips Ares in half, killing
him. By the time Norman Osborn attacked Asgard , the Avengers were no longer officially

together, but this did not prevent Amadeus Cho from trying to get as much of the band back
together as possible to aid the Asgardians. Stature and Vision were already on their way along
with the rest of the Young Avenges and others Steve Rogers had assembled. Cho was able to
hitch a ride to Asgard with U. Agent, and his message also reached Quicksilver. Unfortunately,
Hercules had recently died in the assault on New Olympus. Hank Pym dismissed Steve Rogers'
call to arms, staying in his lab with Jocasta to continue his experiment on Janet. In Asgard, the
rest of the former Mighty Avengers gathered to prevent the Thunderbolts from stealing Odin 's
spear for Osborn. Cho realized that it was Ghost who sent out the initial warning about what
Osborn was up to, and they were able to prevent Osborn from getting the spear thanks to the
defections of Paladin and Ant-Man. However, U. Agent was critically injured by Scourge. Daken ,
who was sent into Broxton to find Thor, locates him, but Thor hits him with a bolt of lightning
and declares that he will not hide from Norman or his men, Osborn then sends Sentry in to
finish Thor off. Taskmaster then warns Norman to turn around, and as he does, he sees Cap's
shield flying straight for him. Norman then calls on The Hood and his gang to join the battle.
The President then orders H. Thor and Sentry continue to battle, while Iron Man joins the battle,
using his own armor to shutdown Osborn's Iron Patriot armor, which causes Norman to order
Sentry to destroy Asgard. The Sentry causes Asgard to break apart and fall to Broxton.
Norman's suit then falls apart, revealing his now Green Goblin deformed face to the Avengers
and to the news team who are filming the whole thing, showing Osborn's true face to the world.
Norman then tells the heroes that they don't know what they've done, that he's the only one who
can control the Sentry, he then points up to the skies where the Void is now, Norman then tells
them that they are all dead. The Avengers do their best to fight off the Void, but they are quickly
overpowered by him. Only with the help of Loki who begged Odin for the Norn Stones, did the
Avengers gain the power of the stones. Now powered up, the Avengers took the fight straight to
the Void, gaining the upper hand, but this new power-up was short lived as the Void seemly kills
Loki, taking away the heroes new found power. Iron Man takes control of the H. Helicarrier,
turning it into a giant bullet, and ramming it into the Void. The heroes find Bob begging them to
kill him, but he soon reverts back into the Void, only to be finally struck down by Thor, Thor
then takes the Sentry's body and throws it into the sun. Thor soon arrives, telling them that if
the call is sent out, he will join their ranks once more, hearing this, Steve tells Thor that's good
news since he's going to need all of the Avengers for what he has planned next. Following
those events, Steve Rogers asks various heroes and former Avengers to join his new plan.
Nearly all of them enthusiastically agree, save for Wonder Man , who believes all the recent
misfortunes that happened on Marvel Earth to be the Avengers fault. Steve disagrees, but
leaves an opening for Simon to join if he wishes. He wanted a team comprised of strength,
nobility, bravery, responsibility and selflessness. Several members of the group get to know
each other better, while Iron Man voices his concern on being teammates with Steve once
again. Steve explains that the Avengers would not answer to him, but to Maria Hill instead. At
that point, a time traveling Kang the Conqueror emerged. Without hesitation, Thor lands a blow
on him, and throws him off the building. The Avengers quickly go after Kang, who holds a
mysterious device. It is a device that Iron Man conceived, but never got to actually create: a
doomsday machine. Kang asks the Avengers to build a time machine and travel to the future in
order to stop their successors. He pledges that he will no longer harm them, but rather befriend
the Avengers if they will do so. The Avengers debate on if they should intervene, or not, and
they decide to do so. Iron Man explains that in order to create a time traveling device without
damaging pre-existing reality. With this, they quickly learn that the time stream is in fact broken,
but before they are able to act, they are attacked by Wonder Man, but he is quickly defeated. The
team then prepares to build a new time device after the first one was destroyed by Wonder Man,
but they soon find themselves facing off against none other than the Horsemen of Apocalypse.
A fight between the Avengers and the Horsemen of Apocalypse breaks out. During this fight
both Iron Man and Wolverine realize that something's not right about this fight. Apocalypse
seemed equally surprised to see the Avengers as they were to see him. All of a sudden, just as
quick as Apocalypse and his Horsemen arrived, they disappear again into the timestream. The
Avengers decide to split up into two teams: one team to go forth into the timestream and one
team to handle time-related disturbances in the city. One of these "disturbances" is Devil
Dinosaur and Killraven who are coming through the timestream. While Thor. When Thor finally
destroys all of the Martians' tripods, he watches an incredible scene as the gangs, dinosaurs,
old planes, zeppelins, and even Galactus himself transform New York City into a war zone. But
before they can get a read on the situation they are all knocked unconscious by the Avengers'
children. When they wake up, they are greeted by an elderly Hulk and Iron Man from the future,
who apparently need something of the Iron Man of the present. A team consisting of three of
some of the greatest members in the Avengers. Their trust in one another's actions will keep

them alive when they battle demons, old foes, and Asgard's hell! While incarcerated following
Siege, the Hood learnt of the Infinity Gems and broke out of prison and began a quest to locate
them all to have the ultimate power. After acquiring half of them, he decided to test his strength
against the Red Hulk whom he defeated with ease. Following his defeat at the hands of the
Hood, the Red Hulk went to the Avengers to warn them that there was someone with greater
power than him at large. The sudden news made Iron Man schedule an emergency meeting of
the Illuminati, only for the cabal's existence to be exposed to the rest of the Avengers. The
Avengers began a quest to secure the remaining Infinity Gems and use them to defeat the Hood
once and for all. It fell to the Red Hulk to battle the Hood, as a cataclysmic battle took place
between the two which tore through reality itself. Sam Alexander, the new Nova, crash landed
on earth to deliver a warning to the Avengers that the Phoenix Force is on it's way to Earth.
Later the Avengers travel to Utopia and ask Cyclops to hand over Hope so they can put her in
protective custody, but the latter refuses since he believes Hope will save the mutant race from
extinction and orders Captain America to leave. After a brief scuttle Captain America assembles
the Avengers on Utopia and a war breaks out between the two teams. Emma Frost places Hope
under the protection of the Five Lights until the matter is resolved, but Hope refuses believing
she is the cause of this war and knocks out the Lights. Spider-man and Wolverine enter the
compound to get her but they are immediately overwhelmed by her rising Phoenix powers.
Meanwhile Thor leads the secret Avengers in space to stop the Phoenix but they are soon
defeated. The Avengers and the X-men travel around the world to search for Hope. Iron Man and
Giant Man prepare a weapon to kill the Phoenix, while both teams fight on the Blue Area of the
Moon; Hope is starting to lose control of the Phoenix and asks Wolverine to kill her. Iron Man,
sporting a new armor, shoots the Phoenix but instead of killing it it separates it into fragments
which bond with Cyclops, Emma Frost, Magik, and Colossus. They defeat the Avengers with
their new found powers and head back to earth with Hope. Now the Phoenix Five reform the
world according to their will by supplying free energy, food, water, as well as ending armed
conflicts around the world. The Avengers believe the power is corrupting them and got to
Utopia to get Hope, when they do they are nearly beaten by Cyclops but managed to escape
thanks to the Scarlet Witch. Cyclops had enough and declares that he will no longer tolerate the
Avengers by saying,"No more Avengers. The X-Men begin hunting down the Avengers around
the world while the latter hides and think of a counter attack. Sooner or later some members of
the Avengers are captured and imprisoned by the X-Men. During a confrontation between the
two teams the Scarlet Witch injures Magik while Emma Frost severely burns Hawkeye, the Five
heal Hawkeye and Cyclops reprimands them for their use of excessive force, but Magik defends
that they must kill the Scarlet Witch and Namor reminds him that they are at war. While fighting
the Scarlet Witch injures Namor, furious he goes against Cyclops's orders and attacks Wakanda
with the Atlanteans. After a long and arduousbattle the Avengers finally bring down Namor, but
Cyclops and the rest of the Phoenix avatars arrive and a portion of Namor's Phoenix powers are
absorbed and divided into the remaining avatars. As days pass by, more and more Avengers
are captured by the Phoenix Five, and Hope's training in K'un-L'un shows no results. Several
X-Men feel uncomfortable about the way the Phoenix Five are treating their prisoners. Storm
arrives in Wakanda in the aftermath of Namor's assault and tells Black Panther that the captured
Avengers are being held prisoner in a volcano in Siberia. The Avengers then lead a rescue
mission with the help of Storm and Professor X to break out their comrades but are stopped by
Magik and Colossus. Spider-Man baits Magik and Colossus into taking each other out, allowing
the Avengers to escape. As the Avengers arrive back in K'un-L'un, they are surprised by
Cyclops, strengthened by half of Magik and Colossus's portions of the Phoenix force. The
Avengers stall Cyclops as Hope retreats to find Lei Kung, who tells her that he has one final
lesson and presents Shao Lao the dragon, the source of the Iron Fist energy. Hope absorbs the
dragon's energy and manages to stave off Cyclops's advance. She falls back behind the Scarlet
Witch and with a combination of both their powers, Hope sends Cyclops to the Moon. On the
Moon, Cyclops comes to the realization that he will need Emma Frost's power as well in order to
defeat Hope. The X-Men and Avengers team up to stop Cyclops but even with their combined
might they are no match for Scott's godly powers. As a last resort Hope and Scarlet Witch team
up and defeat Cyclops, the Phoenix enters Hope's body and, with the Scarlet Witch, wish away
the Phoenix erasing the Dark Phoenix, and restore the mutant population. Cyclops is put under
arrest and Captain America assembles a new team of Avengers. Following an incident where
Iron Man has Captain America mindwiped for insubordination during a meeting of the Illuminati,
he tries to make it up to him by assembling a new, bigger team of Avengers. During this time,
the group faces threats such as Ex Nihilo and Abyss , as well as Andrew Forson and the
restructured A. The team is shaken up during the events of Original Sin , the team is shaken up
when Captain America regains his memory of the mindwiping incident, and declares the

Illuminati fugitives for their role in trying to destroy alternate Earths to solve the Universal
Incursion problem. Eight months later, the Avengers are now working with S. War Machine and
the Invisible Woman join the team as new recruits, but it is eventually revealed that she was a
mole working with Reed Richards. Partnering with Validator and Pod , the heroes reform the
New Avengers to help end the fighting between the S. Avengers and the Illuminati. The two
sides come together to prevent the final Incursion, but they fail. The Earth is destroyed in a
collision with Earth, starting the events of Secret Wars. Eight months after the events of Secret
Wars which ended with the Earth restored , the Avengers are once again no more. During a
battle with the Chitauri villain Warbringer , various heroes get involved, leading to a formation of
a new team of Avengers similar to the circumstances that led to the creation of the original
Avengers. Marvel , Spider-Man , Nova and the new Thor. Due to a lack of headquarters, the new
team of Avengers operate out of an abandoned headquarters in New Jersey. This incarnation of
the team faces foes like Kang and Annihilus, and also becomes involved in a crossover with the
Uncanny Avengers at Pleasant Hill. This incarnation of the team ultimately proves short-lived,
as the events of t he second superhuman Civil War lead to a major shakeup on the team. Marvel
and Nova all leave to form a new team of teenage superheroes known as the Champions. Sam
Wilson remains as the team's leader, but transitions back to his Falcon identity after returning
the Captain America name to Steve Rogers. A reformed Victor Von Doom, now known as the
Superior Iron Man, assists the group from time to time, but never becomes an official member.
Parker Industries initially serves as the team's financial backer and houses them in the Baxter
Building, but the Avengers are forced to relocate after the company folds. During this same
period, the remaining members of the New Avengers reform the team as the U. Avengers, while
Hawkeye starts a new underground Avengers movement known as the Occupy Avengers. This
version of the team becomes embroiled in a massive war with Kang the Conqueror, and also
deals with new threats like Avenger X , a previously unknown early member of the team who
turned out to be a life-draining supervillain. The romantic relationship between Sam Wilson and
Jane Foster also flourishes during this time. During one of their final missions, the heroes team
up with the Champions to stop a mad scheme by the High Evolutionary. When multiple teams of
Avengers came together to defend the Earth from The Grandmaster 's feud with The Challenger
, they all mutually agreed to dissolve their teams. After defending the Earth once again,
Celestials set up the corpse of Progenitor as a new base of operations for the first responding
heroes:. As leader, Panther instituted a supporting staff called the Agents of Wakanda. These
new Avengers went up against a number of new teams. Namor put together the Defenders of the
Deep to defend the oceans for the societies of man. Dracula enabled a new Legion of the
Unliving to steal Chernobyl as a new home for vampires. This confrontation led to an invite for
Blade and Boy-Thing to the Avengers. At the heart of much of the Avengers new problems was
Mephisto. His centuries old manipulations starting with a stone-age version of the Avengers
made up of the first bearers of their planet's oldest heroic mantles were finally coming to
fruition. Khonshu , through Moon Knight, attempted to steal the powers of the heroic mantles to
stop Mephisto, but Moon Knight rebelled against Khonshu, when the god crossed a line against
his allies. Now, one of the mantles, the Star Brand , is in the hands of a baby , while another
mantle, The Phoenix Force , is forcing heroes into a tournament to find its next host. During the
beginning days of the Avengers, the team struggled with ID theft. A Skrull posing as Black
Panther easily found out information about the Avengers fighting against the Skrull army. Once
the Avengers found out that a Skrull was impersonating their fellow teammate and friend, the
Avengers took him down and freed the real Black Panther. Iron Man created ID cards for the
Avengers so that they can have access to the mansion instead of outsiders people outside of
the team could just walk in. Throughout the years the ID cards have gotten more advanced and
are currently used by mostly all of the branching Avenging teams e. Secret Avengers. The ID
Cards were also created for the days during the superhero fight for freedom called Civil War - as
a reminder for heroes to keep their cards at all cost or suffer being thrown into the Negative
Zone. Though the ID Cards have come in handy, mostly any super powered villain could steal
one from an Avenger member and use a shape-shifter to pose as that hero. So Iron Man teamed
with other genius heroes made a card that needs the Avengers retina scanned. The look and
ideal of the ID Card has changed throughout the years, but it is one of the Avengers greatest
tools at keeping their secrets safe. In this alternate reality, the Avengers are infected by a virus
that turns everyone into a zombie who craves for flesh no matter what. The Avengers are at
their mansion when a man Ash Williams breaks in and tries to warn the team of an ongoing
danger. The team demands to know what is going on and the man tells them about an Army of
the Dead. Getting a little hot under the collar, The Scarlet Witch transports him into a pond.
Later they get a report of purple lighting and that The Sentry was attacking people downtown.
The Sentry would be the first to be infected by coming into contact with the virus from an

asteroid and falls to Earth. Marvel , Hawkeye , and Luke Cage. Spider-Man also offered to help.
Though they fought hard they were easily subdued by the Sentry and had become infected.
Colonel America springs into the air and bites Spider-Man on the shoulder, Spider-Man drops
Ash Williams, the madman, right at the feet of the zombified Avengers. Then the rest of the
Avengers get infected by the virus, with the exception of the last remaining Avengers member
who is not infected, the Black Panther. The Ultimates were a team of super solders who were
brought together by S. D to fight against an alien invasion however their first mission involved
them taking down the Hulk who went rampaging throughout Manhattan. When the aliens did
attack the Ultimates managed to defeat them with the help of the Hulk. A Year later the Ultimates
get into trouble because Captain America was sent into Iraq to save some hostages on top of
this a traitor in the group revels to the press that Bruce Banner is the Hulk. Thor also goes crazy
so the Ultimates along with the European Super hero initiative manage to take him out. Loki is
reveled to be the one who turned the Ultimates against him and Black Widow is reveled to be
the one who reveled the Hulks identity. When this is over the Ultimates leave S. Things take a
turn for the worse however when the Scarlet Witch is killed by Ultron and the Brotherhood of
Evil Mutants attack their home to retrieve her body. The Ultimates along with Wolverine go to
the savage land to find Magneto and battle Ultron. After Ultron is defeated Quicksilver is shot by
Hawkeye and Magneto says they will all pay. The remaining Ultimates gather whatever heroes
they can and go to face Magneto. The Avengers effectively serve as SHIELD's hidden black-ops
group operating in the shadow of the Ultimates, who act as a more traditional superhero team.
Over time, Chang is promoted to the Ultimates, while Blade and the Punisher are recruited into
the Avengers due to their unique and bloody skill sets. In this reality all of the Avengers were
vampires. In the reality also known as the Legacy Planet most of the worlds super-humans has
been transformed by Warlock 's transmode virus. With very few exceptions, these Avengers
were killed by Charnel and his spawn. Spider-Man, Punisher, Daredevil, and Dr. Strange died
stealing the time disc, Rhino, Captain America, Wolverine, and She-Hulk died in preventing that
realities Charnel from coming into existence. Though Earth was supposed to fade out of
existence with the prevention of Charnel's "birth", Death's Head II, Death Wreck , and Death
Metal found themselves in Earth where it was apparent that this theory was not true. Alongside
X-Saviours and Death 3 the Avengers made one final stand and together the three teams
managed managed to defeat Charnel. Earth Avengers is the earliest known version of the team
to have Wolverine as a member and the only team to have Rhino as an Avenger. In this reality
the Avengers were formed during the 's. In this reality, they are called the Gatherers , which is
composed of members of the Avengers from other realities. In the Earth X reality, there are two
factions of the Avengers, the first was typically the same to that of the mainstream continuity
and the second are composed of heroes wearing the different armor of Iron Man, calling
themselves Iron Avengers. Some members of the team began to mutate due to the Terrigen
Mists. Hawkeye being one of them began to grow extra arms. In the House of M , the Avengers
are composed of humans who fought against the mutant regime of Magneto. In this reality, the
Avengers are friends and some of them, work with Mimic , a member of the Exiles. In the
Battleworld, where the heroes and villains fought each other for the Beyonder , but weren't able
to return back to Earth, they decided that they live in their new home. They were assembled
mainly to combat Atlantofacist terrorists and an all-male group of insurgents known as The
Y-Men , who are led by the Greek God Hercules and have been seeking to restore male
dominance over the Earth for many years. Consisting of a Captain America who had been taken
out of suspended animation much later then he had in , Vulture , Attuma , Juggernaut ,
Abomination , Klaw , Grey Gargoyle and Titanium Man , this group served as Dr. Doom's
mercenaries, except for their leader Captain America who believed them to be freedom fighters,
after realizing the truth about the team, Captain America was nearly killed by Abomination, and
would have been too, had it not been for the X-Patriots arrival. Note: this team was only called
the Avengers on the cover of What If? The Avengers were the same as their Earth counterparts
up until Krakoa made his way into Japan. They were called in to assist Sunfire in preventing
Krakoa's trek into Tokyo. They succeeded by having the Scarlet Witch sever Krakoa's
connection to the Earth and then having Moondragon shut down his mind, causing Krakoa to
collapse in a puddle of muck. They soon found the bodies of the X-Men amidst the muck.
Recently, Quasar was sent on a fact-finding mission into The Fault and discovered The
Cancerverse at the far end of it. He arrived in that world's New York in a body made of flesh,
blood and bone and was attacked by a large grotesque tentacled creature. It did not take long
for The Revengers of "The Cancerearth" to come to his aid and help fight off the hulking
abomination. It was Thor , in the end, who knocked the monster unconscious and forced it to
revert back into its human form, which surprisingly enough, turned out to be Bruce Banner ,
who was quickly killed afterward by Iron Man to ensure that his alter-ego, The Hulk, could never

threaten The Cancerearth again. After the fight they realized that the Quasar they aided was not
their own and so they captured him, demanding that he lead both them and The Many-Angled
Ones back to his world so that they could restore the "Etheric Angles of Harmony" and give
their Dark Gods more "real estate" to occupy. When Quasar refused to do so, The Scarlet Witch
offered an alternative solution to their problem and began making preparations to superimpose
The Cancerearth over Earth and allow The Many-Angled Ones to start spreading outward into
their new home. Once the others had left, Quasar asked The Scarlet Witch to explain exactly
what she was doing as well as why she had said that she was sorry for doing it and if she was
afraid of what she and the others had become. The Scarlet Witch explained the transfer process
and told Quasar that she was indeed afraid of what they had become. Then, for apparently no
reason at all, The Scarlet Witch set Quasar free and then collapsed to the ground unconscious
as The Vision phased his way out of her body. Vision explained that he had been controlling her
ever since The Many-Angled Ones took over and was trying to discover a cure for the infection
that had been placed in Humanity's bloodstream in secret while simultaneously helping his
fellow mechanized brethren in fighting a war they knew was hopeless but wished to fight
anyways. But because he could not bear to see another Earth fall to the hunger of The
Many-Angled Ones he decided to blow his cover and give Quasar a chance to escape while he
still could. It was then that they were discovered by Ms. Marvel, who attempted to consume
Quasar's soul but was promptly beaten. Quasar then began making his way towards The Fault
and managed to dodge Iron Man and take down Thor before they could corner him. Unable to
pursue him, The Revengers watched as Quasar escaped back to Earth When the invasion
began, The Revengers stormed The Nova Corps Vessel and attempted to kill everyone within,
however their priorities quickly changed when Iron Man detected an anomaly via the use of The
Yot-Soteric Vibrations and began focusing their attention on capturing the time-displaced
Namorita. The game was released by Data East in in the arcades and had many ports my fave
was for the Genesis. It was released on the NES the same year, next year the Genesis version
came out. This game has gotten around. This Japanese-produced fighting game form Data East,
loosely inspired by the s crossover Operation: Galactic Storm , featured the Avengers as the
main characters. While the game was not very successful at the time of its release, it is notable
for being the first fighting game to use an assist character feature, a mechanic that would later
be made famous in Capcom's successful line of Marvel vs. Capcom video games. THQ Australia
was working on an Avengers first-person action game to tie into the first movie, with a planned
release date. The game would've featured a visual style influenced by the Ultimate comics and
the movies, but would've been otherwise unrelated, with a plot loosely inspired by Secret
Invasion. Marvel were also planned as unlockable characters. A fair bit of progress was made
on the game, but it was ultimately cancelled due to THQ's financial troubles. There cannot be a
better tribute to The Avengers in game format than that of their role in Marvel Ultimate Alliance.
Boasting the largest line up of playable Avengers past and present at the time, and the ability to
play them in a team scenario makes this an Avengers fan dream come true. Fantastic, Ms. A
sequel was released in , which once again featured a number of Avengers. Based on the Civil
War crossover, the game featured many of the returning characters from the first game, as well
as newcomer She-Hulk. After the success of the Avengers movie, the fighting game Avengers:
Battle for Earth was released. A Facebook role-playing game where in you take the place of a
newly recruited SHIELD agent who must save the world with the help of Marvel's famed
superheroes from the most infamous of super villains. This edit will also create new pages on
Comic Vine for:. Until you earn points all your submissions need to be vetted by other Comic
Vine users. This process takes no more than a few hours and we'll send you an email once
approved. What is the political alignment of Captain America and Iron Man? Any other big fans
of Avengers comic books? Then let's assemble! Avengers Arch-Nemesis? Who'd Peter Parker
recruit if he founded an Avengers team? Rob Collier. Captain America- how powerful is he?
Most Powerful Avenger? Who do you think should become an Avenger? OMG Ghostrider!!!
Your new custum Avengers team? Black Lantern Mar-vell. Do you think the Masters of Evil
could work in an Avengers Movie? All Female Avengers. Guys dont you think avengers movie
Thor is TOO weak??? Q: Is Dr. The Real leader of the Avengers? Hank Pym might be dead, and
no one cares. Avengers Assemble is a continuation of EMH. Where is the line drawn? Q:
Continuity Mishap? Avengers sequels past Avengers 4? This edit will also create new pages on
Comic Vine for: Beware, you are proposing to add brand new pages to the wiki along with your
edits. Make sure this is what you intended. This will likely increase the time it takes for your
changes to go live. Comment and Save Until you earn points all your submissions need to be
vetted by other Comic Vine users. Use your keyboard! Start in the role of Kamala Khan, a
teenage Avengers mega fan, on the run from AIM after uncovering a damning secret on their
servers. Each Avenger comes to life with an expansive, unique kit inspired directly by Marvel

lore that embodies their heritage in and out of battle. Explore vast biomes with hidden secrets,
build your team your way, and come face-to-face with iconic Villains. Assemble a Super Hero
squad of your friends, matchmake online with fellow players looking for an adventure, or test
the mettle of your AI team of your own leveled Avengers. The Avengers Initiative will continue
being updated with new locations, new missions, and new Super Heroes that will build upon our
ever-expanding world. Wear your favorite outfits inspired by 80 years of Marvel comics history
without your gear choices impacting your appearance. Each new Hero will boast their own
individual playstyle, unique abilities, familiar outfits, and personalities inspired by the Marvel
comic source material to be authentic to the characters you know and love. The game has years
of new content planned, all at no additional cost. Description Attributes Hawkeye Kate Bishop
Katherine Elizabeth Kate Bishop is a world-class archer, skilled gymnast, and also dabbles as a
part-time private investigator. Kate was on the fast track to becoming an Avenger when A-Day
changed her course. When Clint disappeared too, Kate was left adrift and lacking in allies.
Though she isn't sure she can trust them, Kate now turns to the Avengers in search of
Hawkeye. Your weekly War Table Update, featuring news, patch notes, Marketplace updates,
and more! With a pres
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ent in peril and a future destroyed, Clint rejoins the Avengers to stop the end of the world.
Assemble into a team of up to four players online, master extraordinary abilities, customize a
growing roster of Heroes, and defend the Earth from escalating threats. Free Square Enix
Members account required. Enter the Avengers Initiative to dive into the world beyond the
single-player campaign and embark on global missions tackling threats around the world. Every
Super Hero needs good gear to take down the bad guys. Description Attributes. Hawkeye Kate
Bishop Katherine Elizabeth. Kate Bishop is a world-class archer, skilled gymnast, and also
dabbles as a part-time private investigator. Coming Soon. Automatically granted to any account
through SE Members. Follow the official Crystal Dynamics Twitch Channel. Follow the official
Marvel's Avengers Twitter Channel. Visit the official Marvel's Avengers Facebook Page. Choose
Platform. Choose Edition. Choose Location. Choose Format Digital Physical.

